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such a lot people may examine the emergence of large-scale communique networks to be a
twentieth century phenomenon. Yet, the 1st national information networks have been outfitted
no longer during this century yet virtually 2 hundred years ago. good prior to the
electromagnetic telegraph used to be invented, many nations in Europe had totally operational
facts communications systems, with altogether on the subject of 1,000 community stations. The
Early History of Data Networks This booklet supplies a desirable glimpse of the numerous
documented makes an attempt all through heritage to boost powerful ability for long-distance
communications. The oldest makes an attempt date again to millennia prior to Christ, and
comprise creative makes use of of homing pigeons, mirrors, flags, torches, and beacons. The
ebook then indicates how Claude Chappe, a French clergyman, began the knowledge
revolution in The Early History of Data Networks 1794 with the layout and building of the 1st
actual telegraph community in France. one other bankruptcy comprises the 1st whole English
translation of a notable rfile at the layout of optical telegraphs networks, initially written in 1796
via the Swedish nobleman Abraham Niclas Edelcrantz.
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